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Introduction 
This Board Member Handbook is intended to describe some of the key goals, policies, 
and procedures that govern IEDC.  You will find information on IEDC’s committees, 
Board responsibilities, Board member responsibilities, and other related topics.  

You will also find important documents affecting IEDC in the Appendices. 

 

International Economic Development Council 
734 15th Street NW 
Suite 900 
Washington, DC  20005 
Telephone:  202-223-7800 
Fax: 202-223-4745 
www.iedconline.org
 
Jeff Finkle, CEcD  
President and CEO 
202-223-7800 
 

Overview - International Economic Development Council 
The International Economic Development Council (IEDC) is a 501(c)(3), Wisconsin 
Incorporated, non-profit membership organization dedicated to helping economic 
developers do their job more effectively and raising the profile of the profession.  When 
we succeed, our members create more high-quality jobs, develop more vibrant 
communities, and generally improve the quality of life in their regions. 

 

Mission - International Economic Development Council 
Provide leadership and excellence in economic development for our communities, 
members and partners.   

 

Core Values – International Economic Development Council 
We embrace the following core values.  They reflect and support our mission, and guide 
our decisions, actions and provision of services: 

o Social responsibility and a dedication to building healthy, just and competitive 
communities 

o Creation of wealth  for individuals, businesses, and communities 

o Advancement of both the economic development profession and professional 
cooperation and collaboration 
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o Diversity, tolerance and equity  

 

Objectives of the International Economic Development Council 
 
A series of objectives for IEDC are set out in the bylaws that include the following:  
 

1. IEDC’s long-term effectiveness and growth in a changing, challenging 
environment depends on the high-impact leadership of a Board of Directors that 
continuously answers three critical questions:  

a. Where should IEDC be headed, and what should it become, over the long- 
term?   

b. What should IEDC be now and in the short-term?   
c. How is IEDC performing as a nonprofit association, both financially and 

programmatically? 
 

2. Develop policies to advance the profession of economic development and serve as 
a clearinghouse for information on economic problems and solutions.  

 
3. Foster the exchange of ideas and education experiences and offer persons engaged 

in developing local, regional, state and provincial economies an opportunity for 
intellectual stimulation and fellowship with their colleagues.  

 
4. Enhance the career growth of professionals employed in the field of economic 

development and upgrade the professional standards of officials actively involved 
in economic development.  

 
5. Provide local economic development insights for federal, state, provincial and 

local officials.  
 

6. Share tested techniques in stimulating economic growth.  
 

7. Undertake and support original research and identify and make maximum use of 
original and existing research in solving the economic problems of communities 
and enhancing the profession of economic development.  

 
8. Cooperate with other organizations and agencies with kindred goals.  

 
9. Encourage and guide universities in developing specialized courses and programs 

on the study of economic problems and solutions.  
 

10. Publicize the activities and reports of the Council and other groups engaged in 
improving the image of their communities as a place for doing business.  

 
11. Develop accurate facts and statistical data showing that distressed locations are as 

good as non-distressed locations for many types of business and industrial 
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activities, and that those living in distressed locations can serve as qualified 
employees.  

 
12. Establish a sound philosophy on community growth and its relationship to 

metropolitan, county, regional, state, provincial and national economic growth.  
 

13. Incorporate an international focus into professional standards, techniques and 
solutions, and provide a forum for the dissemination of information among 
practitioners from different countries.  
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Governance of the International Economic Development Council 

The business and property of the IEDC shall be managed and controlled by a Board of 
Directors.  

The Board shall consist of:  

 Not more than fifty-five (55) individuals elected pursuant to Paragraph 4 of this 
Article, who shall be voting members of the Board. 

 

Responsibilities of the Board of Directors  
 
Duties and responsibilities for the Board of Directors as established by the Bylaws are: 
 

1. Serve as a steward and guardian of IEDC’s, vision, mission, values and resources. 
 

2. Play a leading, proactive role in IEDC’s strategic decision making, and in setting 
strong, clear strategic directions and priorities for all of IEDC’s operating units 
and programs. 

 
3. Monitor IEDC’s operational performance against clearly defined performance 

targets. 
 

4. Ensure that IEDC’s image and relationships with key stakeholders are positive 
and that they contribute to IEDC’s success. 

 
5. Ensure that IEDC possesses the financial and other resources necessary to realize 

its vision and carry out its mission.  
 

6. Strive to ensure that the Board’s composition is diverse and that its members 
possess the attributes and qualifications required for strong leadership and 
governance. 

 
7. Ensure that Board members are fully engaged in the governing process and that 

the resources they bring to the Board are fully utilized in governing. 
 

8. Take accountability for its own performance as a governing body. 
 

9. Work in close partnership with the President & CEO, ensuring that clear, detailed 
personal and organizational performance targets are set, and annually evaluated.  
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Responsibilities of Individual Board Members 
 

1. Regularly attend and participate in Board and committee meetings.  
 

2. Make a serious commitment to participate actively in committee work. 
 

3. Volunteer for and willingly accept assignments and complete them thoroughly 
and on time. 

 
4. Stay informed about committee matters, prepare well for meetings. 

 
5. Get to know other Board and committee members and build a collegial working 

relationship that contributes to consensus.  
 

6. Participate actively in the committee's annual evaluation and planning efforts. 
 

7. Participate in fundraising for the organization. 
 

8. Each Board member will be assigned to only one of the standing committees.  
The exception to this rule is the standing committee chairs also serve on the 
Governance Committee. 

 
9. Accept and agree to the Code of Ethics as a part of their leadership role of the 

organization. 
 

IEDC Board Member Conflict of Interest Policy 
 
An IEDC Board member pledges a personal and professional allegiance to the IEDC and 
acknowledges that the best interests of the organization and its members must prevail 
over any individual interest of his/her own or those of any other party. This requires each 
director to pay particular attention to how this duty overlaps with a similar duty owed to 
their business, employer or another association.  In service to the IEDC, the director in 
particular is a designee of all the members. 
 
A conflict may exist when an individual participates in the deliberation or resolution of 
an issue important to the IEDC, while at the same time having other responsibilities that 
could predispose the individual.  Conflicts should always be disclosed and may require 
‘recusal’ – stepping back from participation in a matter – or even withdrawal from a post. 
 
Most conflicts can be managed short of withdrawal.  However, it is important and legally 
necessary that all conflicts be managed in a prudent and conservative fashion.  Each 
director will be required to complete a disclosure form when they accept a position with 
IEDC, and annually thereafter.  IEDC also expects each volunteer to: 
 

• abide by the terms of this policy and the disclosure form; 
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• inform the President & CEO or an IEDC officer if a potential conflict arises 

during the course of IEDC business, whether or not the conflict was previously 
disclosed; 

 
• Accept the judgment of IEDC with respect to how best to manage any conflict or 

appearance of a conflict situation. 
 

• IEDC also requires that its employees report to the President & CEO any conflict, 
potential conflict, or appearance of conflict that comes to their attention regarding 
a Board member.  The President & CEO will use his/her discretion in discussing 
this information with the affected Board member and the IEDC Governance 
Committee. 

 
• IEDC exists for its members, and cannot exist without the dedicated involvement 

of its volunteers.  IEDC will work to resolve recognized conflicts in the least 
intrusive way consistent with sound risk management, tempered by judgment and 
experience.  It recognizes that situations will arise in which a Board member may 
have potentially conflicting loyalties but can readily resolve those conflicts to 
perform his or her job fairly and effectively.  For true, serious conflicts, the 
individual will be asked to withdraw voluntarily from the volunteer’s position 
with the IEDC – or be involuntarily withdrawn.  For true but less serious 
conflicts, disclosure and recusal from debate and/or decision making (such as 
voting) will typically be sufficient.  With minor or potential conflicts, the act of 
disclosure alone is typically sufficient. 

 

Apparent Authority and Board Member Activity 
 
It is commonly understood that when someone has received a delegation of authority on 
behalf of an organization, whether as an officer or an agent, that person has in fact been 
authorized to act with binding effect.  Any act taken by the individual within the scope of 
this authority is considered to be the act of the organization for purposes of creating 
binding legal obligations (e.g., a contract) or imposing legal liability (e.g., for tortious 
conduct). 
 
It is less commonly understood that an individual connected with an organization can 
create equally binding obligations or liability for harmful conduct – even if the individual 
has no actual authority – if the individual appears to outsiders to have such authority.  
This concept is known as apparent authority.  It is a particular source of risk for 
associations and their directors because they operate in an arena where lines of authority 
(or, if you prefer, the chain of command) may be unclear and because association 
volunteers – by definition – are beholden to an employer or job separate from their duties 
for the association. 
 
To help minimize the risk to IEDC and its members from liability for acts taken with 
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apparent authority, we follow some basic precautions.  These include ensuring that all 
volunteers receive our conflict of interest policy, and making sure that checks and 
balances are in place to minimize the potential that one or a few individuals can act, write 
or speak in the name of IEDC without prior review and approval.  As officers and 
directors, your understanding of, and cooperation with, these policies and practices is 
important. Please see the “Conflict of Interest Disclosure Form in Appendix 4.  
 

IEDC Board Sexual Harassment Policy 
 
NON-DISCRIMINATION, ANTI-HARASSMENT POLICY RESOLUTION FOR THE 
IEDC BOARD (Passed on 05/22/06) 
 
 
Whereas IEDC has a long established employment policy prohibiting discrimination and 
harassment in the workplace, and 
 
Whereas the “workplace” for most IEDC staff expands to include conference centers and 
meeting places where such staff interact with our members, including board members and 
other IEDC member volunteers, and  
 
Whereas it is important for the board to lead by example both in terms of our personal 
conduct while serving as IEDC members and volunteer board members, and 
 
Whereas the courts are now grappling with expanded notions of workplace 
discrimination and harassment, possibly opening up IEDC to legal recourse, therefore 
 
Be it resolved that the members of the IEDC board agree to comply with the existing 
Equal Opportunity and Unlawful Harassment policies of IEDC (attached), and 
 
Be it further resolved that members of the IEDC board will immediately report incidents 
of harassment of or discrimination against IEDC employees or members that come to 
their attention to the President or the Chairman, for investigation by the President, and  
 
Be it further resolved that any report by staff of harassment or discrimination by board 
members or other IEDC member volunteers shall be made to the President who shall 
investigate the complaint and report results to the Chairman, and  
 
Be it further resolved that the Chairman will then take appropriate action to resolve the 
complaints that come to the Chairman under these policies, to the satisfaction of the 
accuser commensurate with the circumstances, and recommend any further actions, as he 
or she may deem appropriate, to the board, and 
 
Be it further resolved that if, for some reason, the Chairman cannot or will not take 
action, the Vice Chairman will fulfill that responsibility. 
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Be it further resolved that the Vice Chairman will fulfill the responsibilities of the 
Chairman in connection with these policies at the Chairman’s request, or if the Chairman 
recuses him or herself or is otherwise unable to serve. 

Board / CEO Relationship 
 
A Critical Success Factor 
 
Among the most important factors that determine IEDC’s long-term effectiveness and the 
ultimate success of its strategies is the working relationship between the IEDC Board of 
Directors and its President & CEO.  Therefore, maintaining and continuously fine-tuning 
the IEDC Board-CEO partnership – keeping it close, positive, and productive – should be 
a continuing top-tier priority.  High-performing national associations like IEDC are the 
product of both a high-impact governing board and a high-impact CEO who work 
together as a cohesive “Strategic Governing Team.”  Behind every high-impact 
governing board that makes a strategic difference in organizational affairs is a CEO who 
has the board’s best interests at heart and supplies the board with indispensable support, 
and behind every high-impact CEO is a supportive board that provides the CEO with 
resources that are essential for effective executive leadership. 
 
The Keys to a Successful Board-CEO Relationship 
 
The most important keys to maintaining a solid IEDC Board-CEO partnership are: 
 

• The Board of Directors’ commitment to, and focus on, its high-impact governing 
role, while understanding, respecting, and not becoming involved in detail in the 
CEO’s executive leadership role. 

 
• The CEO’s playing an active role in continuous development of the Board’s 

governing capacity and providing strong support to the Board and its standing 
committees. 
 

• The Governance Committee and CEO annually reaching agreement on the CEO’s 
detailed leadership targets, and using these CEO-specific performance targets as 
the basis for the Governance Committee’s annual evaluation of CEO 
performance. 
 

• The Board’s providing the CEO with the resources and supports required to carry 
out the CEO-specific performance targets. 
 

• The Board Chair and CEO working closely together as a leadership team. 
 

• The CEO involving his senior executives actively in supporting the Board and its 
standing committees. 
 

• And open, honest, frequent communication between the Board and CEO. 
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The IEDC Board/CEO relationship is based on Doug Eadie’s following contemporary 

definition of governing:    

Governing – the primary work of the Board of Directors – essentially means to 

play the leading role (working closely with the CEO and Executive Team) in 

continuously answering three preeminent questions that determine what IEDC  is 

all about:  (1) Where should IEDC be headed – and what should IEDC become – 

over the long run?  (2) What should IEDC be now and in the near term in terms of 

programs/services, resources, and members?  (3) How is IEDC performing – 

programmatically, financially, and administratively? 

 

The ongoing decisions and judgments that make up governing work flow along 

three broad governing streams:  (1) strategic and operational planning; (2) 

performance oversight and monitoring; and (3) external/member relations. 

 
Within this framework, the Board and CEO divide their leadership responsibilities as 
follows: 

 
• The board chair is the chief executive of the board and only the board, responsible 

for leading the board in carrying out its governing mission. 
 

• The CEO is responsible for all internal operations of the organization, including 
hiring and directing staff. 
 

• Both the board chair and CEO serve as public representatives of the organization 
and, hence, must consciously divide the labor in this area. 

 
• The CEO only takes direction from the board speaking as a single entity, never 

from the board chair. 
 

• Only the CEO can legally obligate the organization.  Board members cannot enter 
into contracts on behalf of the organization.  Board members cannot commit 
financial resources of the organization. 

 
Requests for media interviews are coordinated by staff or handled directly by the 
President/CEO.  Media interviews are only conducted by the President/CEO (or his staff 
designees) or Chairman of the Board.  If neither is available, staff will arrange for a 
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member of the Governance Committee to respond.  Staff support for media relations is 
provided by Erin Way the IEDC Marketing and Media Relations Coordinator.  
 
 

Board / Staff Relationship 
 
The Board primarily works with senior staff through its standing committees.  When 
senior staff are managing standing committee relations, they are referred to as Chief Staff 
Liaisons. 
 
The Chief Staff Liaisons will take the lead in dealing with their committee chairs, 
reviewing agenda items with them, and making sure their chairs are prepared to play a 
leadership role in committee meetings. 
 

• The Chief Staff Liaisons finalize the committee agendas, reach explicit agreement 
with the CEO on the agendas, and review them with the committee chairs in 
telephone calls involving the CEO as necessary.   

 
• The Chief Staff Liaisons prepare the materials (briefings, etc.) that are needed for 

the committee meetings.  Such information includes a summary, not minutes, of 
the previous meeting. 

 
• The Chief Staff Liaisons work closely with the committee chairs to ensure that 

they are familiar with the materials and are prepared to lead the discussion in their 
committee meetings. 
 

• The Chief Staff Liaisons and committee chairs will work jointly to keep the 
standing committee agendas focused on the committee’s core functions. 

 
The above notwithstanding, the committee chairs will avoid assigning the Chief of Staff 
Liaisons time consuming work, such as elaborately formatted presentations, that is not 
essential to conduct the business of the committee.   
 
IEDC junior and senior staff may also provide staff support to non-board advisory 
committees.  In such instances, IEDC staff may support, but do not report, to the advisory 
committees members.  The level of support is based on the direction of the CEO with 
consideration for board objectives, advisory committee needs and IEDC budgetary 
constraints.  
 
Staff is supervised by the CEO; the board should not try to supervise staff.  The board 
must not sexually harass staff or other members as stated in the IEDC Sexual Harassment 
Policy.  
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Officers of the International Economic Development Council 
 
IEDC’s Board elects a Chair, a Vice-Chair, and a Secretary-Treasurer to lead the 
association.  The terms of office are for one year and there is no automatic elevation at 
the end of the term. 
 
Chair 
 
The Chair is a member of the Board, serves as the Chief Volunteer of the organization, is 
a partner with the President & CEO in achieving the organization's mission, provides 
leadership to the Board of Directors, who sets policy and to whom the President & CEO 
is accountable.   
 
The duties of the Chair include: 
 

1. Chairs meetings of the Board after developing the agenda with the President & 
CEO.  

2. Encourages the Board's role in strategic planning. 
3. Serves as an ex-officio of all committees and attends their meetings if needed.  
4. Discusses and handles issues confronting the organization with the President & 

CEO. 
5. Guides and mediates Board actions with respect to organizational priorities and 

governance concerns. 
6. Reviews with the President & CEO any issues of concern to the Board 
7. Monitors financial planning, financial reports, including financial audits. 
8. Plays a leading role in fundraising activities. 
9. Leads the formal evaluation of the performance of the President & CEO and 

informally evaluates the effectiveness of IEDC Board members. 
10. Evaluates annually the performance of the organization in achieving its mission, 

goals and objectives and performs other responsibilities assigned by the Board, 
and Chairs of the Governance Committee. 

 
Vice-Chair of the Board 
 
The Vice-Chair of the Board is a member of the Board of Directors and works closely 
with the Chair and President & CEO.  
 
The duties of the Vice-Chair include: 
 

1. Oversees the implementation and updating of the IEDC’s strategic plan. 
2. Has such powers and duties as may be assigned to him/her by the Chair or the 

Board of Directors. 
3. In the absence or disability of the Chair, the Vice-Chair presides at all meetings of 

the Board of Directors and of the membership. 
4. Serves as ex-officio member of all Committees of the Board of Directors, except 

as otherwise provided in these Bylaws or in the resolutions establishing 
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committees 
 
Secretary-Treasurer 
 
The Secretary-Treasurer shall maintain knowledge of the organization and share a 
personal commitment to its goals and objectives.   
 
The duties of the Secretary-Treasurer include: 
 

1. Serves on the Governance Committee. 
2. Oversees the maintenance and security of all Board records. 
3. Reviews Board minutes. 
4. Assumes responsibilities of the Chair and Vice-Chair in their absence.  
5. Understands financial accounting for nonprofit organizations. 
6. Serves as financial officer of the Board and works in partnership with the IEDC 

Chief Financial Officer (CFO). 
7. Manages, with the Board’s review, action related to the Board’s financial 

responsibilities. 
8. Works with the President & CEO and the Chief Financial Officer to ensure that 

appropriate financial reports are made available to the Board on a timely and 
accurate basis. 

9. Works with the President & CEO and Chief Financial Officer to review 
investment and reserve policies. 

10. Reviews and approves the President & CEO expenses. 
11. Such other duties as may be assigned. 

 

Board Committees 
 
IEDC’s Bylaws provide for a Governance Committee, Nominations Committee, Audit 
Committee, and such other standing committees as the Governance Committee 
recommends and the Board establishes.  Committee Chairs are named by the Chair, 
subject to Board approval. 
 
The Board of Directors may establish standing committees that are not otherwise 
enumerated in the Bylaws as it deems necessary to assist in carrying out its governing 
responsibilities.  Such standing committees shall be recommended by the Board’s 
Governance Committee and shall be established by passage of a resolution by a simple 
majority of the Board.  Board standing committees shall consist only of Board members, 
and the Chair shall assign Board members to the standing committees. 
 
The Chair of any standing committee established by the Board shall be nominated by the 
Nominating Committee and elected by the Board, and shall sit on the Board Governance 
Committee during their term as chair.  A Board standing committee may not exercise the 
powers of the Board with respect to the management of the affairs of IEDC, and can take 
action on behalf of the full Board only as explicitly specified in these Bylaws and in 
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formal standing committee guidelines adopted by the Board of Directors by formal 
resolution. 
 
There is no term limit for service on committees, except Board term limits, however, 
Board members should be rotated among committees regularly to ensure that their 
governing experience is richer and more diverse, and standing committee chairs should 
also be rotated on a regular basis.   
 
Three additional committees have been created.  They are: Planning and Business 
Development, Performance and Oversight, and External Relations, and are described 
below.  
 

Governance Committee 
 
The Governance Committee is responsible for continuous development of the Board’s 
governing capacity, the recommendation of By-Laws revisions for Board adoption as 
appropriate, Board human resource development (including advising the Nominating 
Committee), the coordination of Board and standing committee operations, and for 
maintenance of the Board and President & CEO working relationship.  The Governance 
Committee is essentially a committee on the management and coordination of the Board 
as IEDC’s governing body.    
 
It shall be headed by the Board Chair and consists of: the Vice-Chair, the 
Secretary/Treasurer, the Chairs of the Planning and Business Development, Performance 
Oversight/Monitoring, and External/Member Relations Committees, the Past Chair, and 
the President & CEO. 
  
The Governance Committee is empowered to take action on behalf of the full Board, but 
only in true emergency situations.  The Governance Committee is not intended to 
function as an independent board. 
 
The Governance Committee shall:  
 

1. Coordinate the functioning of the IEDC Board and the three (3) other standing 
governing committees, keeping the Board Governing mission updated, setting 
Board member performance standards, and monitoring Board member 
performance.  Board performance management – setting detailed Board 
performance standards and targets (collectively and for individual Board 
members) and regularly monitoring and evaluating Board performance - is an 
underdeveloped governing function. 

 
2. Recommend revisions in the IEDC By-Laws in the interest of stronger 

governance and management of IEDC affairs. 
 

3. Recommend the composition of the Board, in terms of such diversity factors as 
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gender, race, and professional or industrial affiliation.  What attributes and 
qualifications should the Board look for in new Board members?  Developing and 
keeping updated a profile of preferred Board member attributes and qualifications 
and fashioning and executing strategies to promote the election of qualified 
candidates to fill Board vacancies, serving in an advisory capacity to the 
Nominating Committee.   What steps should the Board take to influence the 
filling of Board vacancies to ensure that the desired composition and find the 
desired attributes and qualifications be achieved?  What steps should the Board 
take to strengthen its members’ governing skills?   

 
4. Develop and oversee the execution of a formal Board member capacity building 

program, including such elements as orientation of new members, continuing 
education and training, and a mentoring program pairing new with senior Board 
members. 

 
5. Ensure that the President & CEO position description is updated as necessary to 

reflect changing IEDC needs, priorities, and circumstances. 
 

6. Annually negotiate President & CEO performance targets, at least annually 
evaluating progress in achieving these targets, negotiating the CEO’s employment 
contract, and determining CEO compensation. 

 
7. Take action on behalf of the full Board in emergency situations. 

 
8. Annually update a profile of the ideal IEDC Board in terms of composition and 

desired individual attributes and qualifications and make the profile available to 
the Board’s Nominating Committee. 

 
9. Annually adopt a Board governing skills development program and budget and 

oversee its execution. 
 

10. Maintain an updated set of Board member performance targets/standards. 
 

11. Employ these targets/standards in regularly monitoring Board member 
performance, and should annually conduct an in-depth evaluation of the Board’s 
collective governing performance. 

 
12. While the Governance Committee should be involved in developing the Board 

agenda, it should not pre-review or revise the content of committee reports and 
recommendations to the full Board.  All Board standing committees report 
directly to the full Board. 

 

Planning and Business Development Committee 
 
The Planning and Business Development Committee is accountable for developing and 
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leading the Board's participation in all IEDC planning, including annual budget 
preparation, and for overseeing the development of IEDC’s financial resources.  
 
The Planning and Business Development Committee shall: 
 

1. Work closely with the President & CEO in designing and overseeing a strategic 
planning process that will enable IEDC to deal effectively with strategic issues 
facing the association in today’s rapidly changing world. This includes overseeing 
conference content to ensure coverage of strategic initiatives. 

 
2. Coordinate the Board’s participation in IEDC’s operational planning/budget 

preparation process and for ensuring that IEDC possesses the financial resources 
required to carry out its strategic and operational plans in a full and timely 
fashion.   

 
3. Maintain close communication and coordination with any non-Board entity (such 

as a blue-ribbon committee or even a full-fledged Foundation) that might be 
created for the express purpose of fund raising.  Preparation of the annual 
operating budget is a planning function so the Planning and Business 
Development Committee should oversee budget preparation.    Budget oversight 
is a finance function that is assigned to the Performance Oversight/Monitoring 
Committee. 

 
4. Reach agreement with the President & CEO on the detailed design of IEDC’s 

planning and budget development cycle - with special attention to the Board’s 
role in planning - and on the annual planning calendar, and ensuring that the 
Board participates fully and proactively in the planning process. 

 
5. Oversee preparation for, and hosting, the periodic Board-Executive strategic work 

session, kicking off the annual planning cycle. 
 

6. Recommend to the full Board the strategic issues that IEDC’s strategic planning 
should focus on, and reviewing and recommending to the Board such critical 
planning products as updated values, vision, and mission statements, operational 
planning priorities, the annual budget, and other strategic and policy-level 
products that merit full Board attention.    

 
7. Ensure,  as part of the annual operational planning/budget preparation process, - 

that all program plans include both financial and programmatic performance 
targets that the Performance Oversight/Monitoring Committee can use in 
monitoring the programmatic and financial performance of all of IEDC’s 
programs and operating units. 

 
8. Oversee the process of applying for financial support from governmental units 

and Foundations, and maintaining close communication and coordination with the 
financial resource development activities of any bodies that might be created in 
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the future to build IEDC’s financial resource base. 
 

The Planning and Business Development Committee will not have the authority to act 
on behalf of the Board or IEDC. 

 
 

Performance Oversight/Monitoring Committee 
 
The Performance Oversight/Monitoring Committee is accountable for overseeing IEDC’s 
operational and financial performance and the updating of operational policies and 
systems.  
 
The Performance Oversight/Monitoring Committee shall: 
 

1. Work closely with the President & CEO in designing programmatic and financial 
performance reports that are appropriate for Board review and for monitoring the 
performance of all of IEDC’s programs and administrative units. 

 
2.  Reviews and recommends revised and new operational policies meriting Board 

attention (such as policies to govern the IEDC financial management system and 
practices). 

 
3. Reach agreement with the President & CEO on the key elements of a 

programmatic and financial reporting process, including the content, format, and 
frequency of performance reports to the Board, and oversee implementation of the 
process. 

 
4. Review performance reports in committee meetings and reporting program and 

financial performance to the full Board. 
 

5. Review operational policies meriting Board attention (such as policies to govern 
IEDC’s accounting system and practices), identifying the need for revision, and 
recommending policy revisions to the full Board. 

 
6. Present an overall assessment of the past year's fiscal and program performance at 

the Board’s annual strategic work session. 
 

7. Oversee the administration of member/customer satisfaction surveys, reviewing 
such surveys, and reporting survey results to the Board as appropriate. 

 
8. Provide counsel to the President & CEO on major internal administrative system 

upgrades (e.g., a major MIS upgrade) involving significant costs. 
 

9. Serve as the Board’s investment committee, in this capacity making decisions 
relative to management of IEDC’s current and future investment accounts. 
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The Performance Oversight/Monitoring Committee will not have the authority to act on 
behalf of the Board or IEDC. 
 
 

External/Member Relations Committee 
 
The Board’s External/Member Relations Committee is responsible for clarifying IEDC’s 
desired public image in the eyes of key stakeholders, for overseeing the formulation of 
strategies to promote the image, for maintaining effective communication and working 
relationships with key stakeholder organizations, for recommending policy positions in 
the governmental relations/legislative arena, and for overseeing the formulation of 
strategies to promote active volunteer involvement in IEDC affairs. 
 
The External/Member Relations Committee shall: 
 

1. Maintain effective relationships with IEDC’s various stakeholders and 
constituencies, and for making sure that volunteer involvement in IEDC’s 
programs is highly productive and satisfying, in this capacity: 

 
2. Ensure that IEDC’s desired image is regularly updated. 

 
3. Oversee the development and implementation of strategies for IEDC image 

building, marketing and public relations and for maintaining close, positive 
relationships with IEDC members and key external stakeholders. 

 
4. Oversee the development and implementation of governmental relations policies 

and strategies. 
 

5. Recommend to the Board positions on legislative issues. 
 

6. Coordinate Board member speaking in appropriate forums on behalf of IEDC. 
 

7. Develop strategies and plans intended to enhance internal and external 
communication. 

 
8. Develop strategies and plans to promote non-Board volunteer involvement in 

IEDC’s planning, program development, and operations. 
 

9. Monitor volunteer involvement, identifying opportunities for improvement, and 
ensuring that such opportunities are taken into consideration in IEDC’s planning 
process. 

 
The External/Member Relations Committee will not have the authority to act on behalf of 
the Board or IEDC. 
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Nominating Committee 
 
The IEDC shall have a Nominating Committee comprised of three (3) members of the 
Board, each of whom shall be a past chair of the organization or a predecessor.  The 
members shall be appointed by the Chair, subject to approval by the Board, in advance of 
the annual meeting to nominate both Directors and Officers for election at the annual 
meeting. 
 

Audit Committee 
 
The Audit Committee shall be comprised of three (3) members of the Board.  The Chair 
of the Board shall, at the Annual Meeting, subject to approval by the Board, appoint the 
committee members and designate one to serve as chair of the Audit Committee.  
Members of the Governance Committee are precluded from serving on the Audit 
Committee. 
 
Classes and terms – The members of the Audit Committee shall be divided into three 
classes, which are designated as Class A, Class B and Class C.  Any prior appointment 
notwithstanding, the term of appointment of the initial Class A member shall expire at the 
next Annual Meeting of the Board that of the initial Class B member shall expire at the 
second succeeding Annual Meeting of the Board, and that of the initial Class C member 
at the third succeeding Annual Meeting of the Board.  At each Annual Meeting after the 
initial classification of members, a committee member to replace the member whose term 
expires at such Annual Meeting shall be appointed to serve on the committee until the 
third succeeding Annual Meeting of the Board.  The chair may be appointed from any 
Class.  The term of the chair shall be one (1) year, subject to reappointment. 
 
Vacancies – In the event that a vacancy occurs on the Audit Committee, the Chair of the 
Board, subject to approval of the Board, shall appoint an eligible Director to serve the 
remaining term of the Class in which the vacancy occurred. 
 
Meetings – Meetings shall be held at such times and places as may be determined by the 
Chair, or the Chair of the Audit Committee. 
 
Purposes – To review any and all issues relating to the annual audit and the auditing 
practices of the organization. 
 
Duties – The committee shall monitor the fiscal management of the IEDC.  The duties of 
the committee shall include the following: 
 
Overview the process of selecting auditors to conduct the annual audit: 
 

1. Review year end financial statements, audited and un-audited. 
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2. Review the auditor’s report on internal accounting controls and the management 
letter, evaluate findings and recommendations. 

3. Review and evaluate on a continuing basis the fiscal policies and standard 
operating procedures of the IEDC. 

4. Make recommendations to the Board on the audit and auditing practices. 
5. Perform such other duties as may be prescribed from time to time by the Chair. 

 
There are specific terms for the members of the Audit Committee. 
 

Board Standing Committees  

The Board of Directors may establish standing committees that are not otherwise 
enumerated in these Bylaws as it deems necessary to assist in carrying out its governing 
responsibilities. Such standing committees shall be recommended by the Board’s 
Governance Committee and shall be established by passage of a resolution by a simple 
majority of the Board. Board standing committees shall consist only of Board members, 
and Board Chair shall assign Board members to the standing committees. The chairs of 
any standing committees established by the Board shall be nominated by the Nominating 
Committee and elected by the Board, and shall sit on the Board Governance Committee 
during their term as chair. A Board standing committee may not exercise the powers of 
the Board with respect to the management of the affairs of IEDC, and can take action on 
behalf of the full Board only as explicitly specified in these Bylaws and in formal 
standing committee guidelines adopted by the Board of Directors by formal resolution.  

 
 Ad Hoc Committees  

Upon approval of two-thirds of the Governance Committee, Ad Hoc Committees without 
the authority of the Board may be established by the Chair with both the chairman and 
members appointed by the Chair. The term of each Ad Hoc committee shall expire no 
later than the next regular election of directors.  

 Telephone Participation  

A member of a committee or subcommittee of the Board may participate in a meeting of 
such committee by means of conference telephone or similar communications equipment 
enabling all members participating in the meeting to hear one another, and participation 
in a meeting pursuant to this section shall constitute presence in person at such meetings.  
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Board Schedule  
 
The Board meets three times per year.  These are usually in conjunction with a 
conference. 
 
Board Meeting    Actions/Purpose 
 
Annual Meeting    Making Introductions 
      Elect New Board and Officers 
      Adopt Business Plan & Budget 
      Orient New Board Members 
 
Leadership     Looking at the Future 
      Review and Approve Audit 
      Review and revise Strategic Plan 
  
   
May/June (Mid-summer)   Planning the New Year 
      Nominating Committee meeting 
      Adopt Business Plan for new Fiscal year 
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Administrative Policies of the IEDC 
 

Insurance Policy Coverage 
 
IEDC maintains a Directors and Officers Liability Policy in the amount of $1,000,000 as 
part of its insurance package.  It also maintains $2,000,000 of General Liability 
insurance, $1,000,000 of Auto Liability for the corporation, $1,000,000 of Professional 
Liability (or errors & omissions coverage) and $1,000,000 of Workers Compensation 
insurance.   
 

Travel Expense Reimbursements 
 
IEDC does not reimburse Board members for travel expenses to regular or special board 
meetings.  The Chair of the Board is reimbursed for travel expenses during their term of 
office.  Board members may be reimbursed for designated meetings at which they act on 
behalf of the full organization and are asked by the Chair or the President & CEO to 
represent the IEDC. 
 

Business Plan 
 
Each year IEDC shall develop a business plan organized around the function committees.  
It will be composed of 4-6 goals, or Strategic Objectives, for each committee to be 
accomplished during the fiscal year.  The budget will be developed from this document. 
 
The Board adopted the above policy in an effort to assure that the budget was consistent 
with the strategic plan.  Each year the Board and its committees develop a business plan.  
It is intended to advance IEDC towards accomplishing the strategic plan. The budget is 
then drawn from that business plan. 
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Financial Policies of the IEDC 
 
Sharon Coy,  
Sr. Director of Finance and Administration   
202-942-9457 
 

Fiscal Year 
 
IEDC operates on a January 1 through December 31 fiscal year, effective January 1, 
2007.  Prior to this change, the fiscal year was October 1 through September 30.  This 
schedule applies to its board terms, operations, budget, and tax years.   
 
Revenue sources include conferences, membership, advisory services (including research 
and technical assistance contracts), education, affiliate organization management and 
miscellaneous services. 
 

Investment Policies -  
 
IEDC’s reserves are below ASAE recommended standards.  ASAE suggests that 
associations should have reserves equal to 50% of their annual operating budget.  IEDC 
had net assets equal to 25.4% of budgeted revenues at the end of FY 2007 and cash-on-
hand equal to 36.2% of budgeted revenues. 
 
IEDC maintains an interest bearing checking account for payment of the organization’s 
day-to-day operating expenses.  The organization keeps its cash reserves in liquid assets 
of bank money market, bank certificates of deposit, and U.S. Treasury bills and notes.    
IEDC has adopted a low-risk investment strategy which provides for its cash reserves to 
be deposited in a laddered manner – i.e., 13-week, 26-week, 39-week, 52-week, and 2-
year. 
 

Sarbanes-Oxley –  
 
Although few of its provisions apply to non-profits, IEDC staff and its Board have stated 
a desire to adopt as many of the Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) provisions as practicable. 
 
One key provision of SOX provides that a regulated company must have an independent 
audit committee and that the Chair must have financial expertise.  IEDC has followed this 
provision.  Another provision calls for the Board and not staff to select the auditors for 
the annual audit.  IEDC has also followed this provision. 
 
The process of completely reviewing SOX rules and their application has been 
implemented by the Board. 
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Legal 
 
IEDC is incorporated in the State of Wisconsin.  The IRS granted the organization a 
501(c)(3) tax status.  It is in ‘Good Standing’ with Wisconsin. 
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Key Services of the IEDC 
 

Advisory Services and Research  
 
Ed Gilliland, CEcD 
Vice President  
202-942-9461   

The IEDC Advisory Services and Research (ASR) Department is dedicated to improving 
economic opportunities for communities and regions, offering technical assistance and 
customized analysis to help create sustainable economic development solutions. We raise 
awareness of cutting-edge issues and trends in the economic development field through 
research, publications, and information dissemination.  

 For over 35 years, IEDC’s Advisory Services and Research (ASR) department has 
provided customized solutions for communities’ economic development challenges. With 
an experienced staff and access to more than 4,500 members, we deliver practical 
economic development advice and solutions to local, state, tribal, federal, and 
international clients. Our services address the ever-changing demands placed on the 
economic development profession.  

Our cost-effective services focus on:  

• Strategic Planning  
• Organizational Development & Program Analysis  
• Real Estate Development & Reuse  
• Business Retention, Expansion & Attraction  
• Neighborhood Development & Revitalization  
• Research Publications & Policy Analysis  
• Technology-led Economic Development  

 
Process 

IEDC brings together a team of expert panelists from our membership, whose skills and 
expertise match the needs of a specific advisory services project. IEDC staff and the 
member experts visit the community for two to four days. The team interviews 
community stakeholders, gathers information, and provides immediate feedback and 
recommendations, which are later included in a detailed final report with case examples.  

IEDC also supports communities in a full range of economic development areas through 
in-house expertise. This service includes research in emerging trends and best practices, 
case studies, and the preparation of comprehensive economic development strategic plans 
for cities and counties in the U.S. and abroad.  Often this work is conducted by the 
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Knowledge Management Development (KMD) department.  The Economic Development 
Research Partners Program, discussed later, is an example of KMD led research. 

 
Policies and Procedures for Advisory Services  
 
Following are the policies and procedures IEDC uses to decide which research and 
consulting activities it should or should not pursue. They have been developed to ensure 
that IEDC does not compete with members but has some latitude to develop its 
knowledge base. 
 

1. IEDC will not bid as a prime contractor for RFPs issued by state and local 
governments and other state and local entities. There is one exception to this rule: 
if and only if the other competitors are part of a non-member group such as trade 
associations (e.g. ULI, APA). 

 
2. IEDC will support its members by participating as a sub-contractor. To this effect, 

IEDC may be a sub-contractor on multiple bids for the same contract. IEDC 
promises full discretion to each partner, and will not share information among 
competing prime contractors. 

 
3. IEDC will accept sole source offers from state and local governments and other 

state and local entities.  Prior to fully accepting the offer, however, IEDC will 
ensure that the project is cost effective for the organization and will decline the 
job if the remuneration offered is below IEDC’s costs. 

 
4. IEDC will pursue any federal RFP that promises benefits in terms of relationship 

building and knowledge development for the organization. 
 

5. IEDC will enter into any contract (that is non-competitive and cost effective) that 
expands its knowledge base. IEDC will actively pursue and favor contracts that 
expand our knowledge in: 

 
a. Emerging or changing areas as identified by the policy committee, 

member policy surveys, and clearinghouse requests. 
b. Issues that require research for policy advocacy and education such as 

Brownfields. 
c. Best and innovative practices in core areas of economic development as 

identified through member surveys and other methods of membership 
input. 

 
6. IEDC will also favor contracts that allow for the development of products and 

services such as the Workforce Development Toolkit for Economic Developers 
and the web-based economic development reference guide that we can 
disseminate widely to facilitate our members’ access to information, especially in 
core and emerging areas.  
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7. IEDC will carefully budget each project to ensure that IEDC Advisory Services 

and Research is cost effective for the organization. Except as noted below, grants 
and contracts should not lose money, and where possible, it will try to generate 
some additional revenue that supports IEDC’s other member services.  

 
8. Periodically, IEDC will undertake a project with little or no revenue stream if the 

project or information is deemed necessary for the profession. This is done in 
response to Board request, often but not exclusively generated by the Policy and 
Issues Committee-staff update committee. Some projects will become regular 
IEDC activities such as the salary survey.  

 

Affiliate Management 
 
Affiliate management is a strategic business relationship that provides direct benefits, 
both financially and programmatically to the organization.  Our management 
relationships with affiliates represent the single largest contract revenue source for IEDC. 
IEDC provides full-service management to select economic development focused 
associations whose missions and purpose complement that of IEDC and its programs.    
 
The mission behind IEDC’s affiliate management is a strategic partnership that provides 
significant financial support for IEDC and enhanced staffing, creates new opportunities to 
expand IEDC’s knowledge base and research capabilities, and creates secondary impacts 
that support the organization.   
 
 At this time, IEDC manages the Association of Defense Communities (ADC) [formerly 
the National Association of Installation Developers (NAID)]. 
 

Affiliate Management Services 
 
Services include management and organizational development.  Management and 
planning services include: conferences and events, membership retention and 
development, technical advisory and research services for members and non-members, 
administration, financial management, marketing and public relations, information 
services, periodicals and publications--including development of specialized publications, 
web site development, awards program, and other related activities.   
 
In addition, IEDC’s management provides organizational development assistance for its 
affiliates, which includes financial development, board development, and strategic 
planning.  IEDC also monitors legislation of interest to all groups and disseminates that 
information via periodicals, email, fax, and phone.  Finally, IEDC provides the necessary 
financial controls to ensure each affiliate’s autonomy--separate books, an annual 
independent audit, and a fixed contract with specific deliverables.   
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IEDC’s contract with its affiliate is a fixed fee agreement with incentives.  The affiliate 
organization pays a monthly fee that includes all association management services 
established in the contract.  The fee is based on overall revenues and is structured to 
ensure the financial stability of the organization.  In the past, IEDC has provided 
temporary flexibility for any of its affiliates who may have initially had financial 
difficulties.  IEDC has incentive clauses built into its ADC contract that provides for 
“revenue sharing” if ADC achieves certain financial goals.  
 
The financial management of affiliate organizations is handled through the IEDC 
accounting department.  Affiliates are managed on separate books, accounts, and have an 
independent auditor.  Overhead and administrative costs are allocated across all activities 
of IEDC.  The basic management fee includes all overhead and administrative fees.  
 

Managed Organization: An Association of Defense Communities (ADC) 
 
ADC’s mission is to assist individuals and organizations with the conversion and reuse of 
military installations.  In 1996, ADC approached IEDC in an effort to pool resources, 
save money, and provide more and better services to its members.  After an exhaustive 
search for a manager, ADC selected IEDC for two main reasons--our established 
reputation in economic development; and the superior benefits that would result from 
aligning with IEDC, an organization with complementary purposes to theirs.  As 
manager, IEDC provides comprehensive services and a staff of five to implement those 
services.   Staff develops and manages three to four conferences per year--one annual 
conference compiling the year’s most pertinent military base reuse information for 
approximately 350 attendees and two or three regional conferences on special topics such 
as privatization, marketing, legislation, housing, and utilities; hosts and manages four 
Board of Directors’ meetings each year; publishes 360, a weekly electronic newsletter on 
military base reuse issues; and publishes the ADC Membership Directory.  ADC’s Board 
of Directors has nine members. 
 
ADC has become an organization that is financially secure, under IEDC’s management. 
 
Affiliate management has been an important and stable source of revenue for IEDC for 
many years.  While conference attendance or other contracts begin and end, our long term 
contracts with affiliates provides a constant revenue stream.   
 
While there are no immediate plans to expand affiliate management, IEDC’s ability and 
reputation for organizational management could provide new opportunities for the 
organization.  The organizational model IEDC has created could be tailored to a variety 
of efforts that may develop in the years to come. 
 

Bollinger Foundation 
 
The IEDC Board voted in July of 2005 to allow IEDC to serve as the home of the 
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Bollinger Foundation and provide an ongoing in-kind contribution to the event through 
staff assistance. 
 
The Bollinger Foundation is a unique nonprofit organization created to provide financial 
assistance to families of economic development, community development, and public 
housing workers. Financial assistance is available for the education and support of 
children who have lost a parent or guardian. Attention and consideration is given only to 
families where the deceased or surviving parent or guardian worked in the field of public 
housing, community development, or economic development. 
 

Conferences and Education  
 
Shari Garmize, Ph.D.  
Vice President of Knowledge Management and Development  
202-942-9471 
 
Jill Frick  
Vice President of Marketing and Member Services 
202-942-9454 
 
Chanise Reese  
Director, Meetings Dept.  
202-942- 9482 
 
Conferences 
 
The normal IEDC Conference schedule is as follows:   
  
The Leadership Summit    January 2.5 Days 
The Federal Economic Development Forum March  2.5 Days 
Technical Conference    June  2.5 Days  
The IEDC Annual Conference  September  3.5 Days 
 
The Technical Led Conference alternates annually with the If You Build It Will They 
Come conference.   
 
All conferences are open to members and non-members, with members receiving a lower 
registration fee.  Conferences are held in a variety of locations, some set and others 
chosen for geographic or programmatic reasons.  The primary programmatic purpose of 
each conference differs.   
 
The Leadership Summit currently rotates annually between locations in the East and the 
West.  This is an invitation only conference open to Certified Economic Developers and 
those in a CEO or COO role in an active economic development organization.  The focus 
is on future issues impacting the strategy of economic development organizations, 
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organization and professional development. 
 
The Economic Development Summit is always held in Washington DC with the preferred 
month being March.  The ED Summit focuses on federal program and regulations 
affecting the operations of economic development organizations.  This conference now 
includes a half-day when attendees visit Capitol Hill to meet with Members of Congress 
and their staff to discuss issues of economic development significance.  
 
The Annual Conference is held at various locations based loosely on an 
East/Central/West rotation but flexible enough to take advantage of opportunities as they 
arise.  The program of the Annual Conference is designed to be very broad based in 
offerings in concurrent sessions and present high profile and not as well known plenary 
session speakers focused on selected topics.  Secondary goals are to showcase the host 
city and their economic development highlights and to provide networking time for 
attendees. 
 
Webinars 
 
In addition to the traditional conferences, IEDC has initiated a series of web seminars.  
These seminars to date have been 90 minutes in length and have had a variety of topics 
chosen specifically to test what attracts the highest number of attendees. 
 
Training and Certification 
 
To support the professional development of economic development professionals, IEDC 
provides instruction on 12 course topics through its Professional Development Training 
Series Training, including: 
 

• Introduction to Economic Development 
• Business Retention and Expansion 
• Economic Development Credit Analysis 
• Real Estate Development and Reuse 
• Strategic Planning 
• Marketing and Attraction 
• Managing Economic Development Organizations 
• Technology-Led Economic Development 
• Neighborhood Development Strategies 
• Workforce Development 
• Brownfields Redevelopment 
• Entrepreneurial and Small Business Development Strategies 

 
We offer, on average, 12-14 courses annually at different locations throughout the 
country.  The professional courses provide a foundation for IEDC”s professional 
certification program.  
 
In addition to the Professional Development Training Series, IEDC accredits courses 
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throughout the country in order to expand training options for economic development 
professionals. Basic Economic Development Courses (BEDC) are offered by over 25 
educational and other institutions throughout the U.S. and Mexico, providing new 
entrants to the field with a broad overview of economic development activities. 
 

Marketing and Member Services  
 
Jill Frick 
Vice President of Marketing and Member Services 
303-941-9454 
 
Mary Helen Cobb  
Director, Membership and Development  
202-942-9460 
 
Membership  
 
IEDC’s membership is by organization.  Currently it has over 2400 organizational 
members representing just over 4,600 individuals.  Membership revenue accounts for 
approximately one-quarter of IEDC’s revenue.  
 
Dues vary by the size of the organization.  The smallest organizations are allowed to 
designate one person to receive IEDC benefits. The largest organizations generally are 
allowed to designate four individuals.  Some have negotiated larger numbers for 
additional dues payments.  Dues are from $345 to $1075 annually. 
 
The membership operation is divided into member retention and new member 
development. 
 
The most important retention efforts are the services provided for members in return for 
their membership dollar.  Primary among those are the Economic Development Now 
Newsletter, the Economic Development Journal, and the IEDC web site 
 
Member development efforts focus on identifying prospective members and providing 
them with the justification that membership is one of the most valuable ways to improve 
their professional standing and increase their professional success.  Member development 
efforts consist of: 
 
Refer a Member Program has been a formal program for four years and is becoming 
more effective each year.  This program is an important component of membership’s 
annual efforts and continues to grow in sophistication and effectiveness.  
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The Economic Development Research Partners Program (EDRP) 

The Economic Development Research Partners Program (EDRP) is designed to help the 
economic development professional by creating a think tank environment within IEDC.  
The EDRP members serve as a blue ribbon task force, identifying a research agenda to 
serve the economic development profession, and then overseeing the research products to 
ensure their quality and relevance.  

Through the EDRP, IEDC is taking its mission to a new level: to assist practitioners 
through cutting edge research conducted through an economic development lens. This 
exclusive level of membership - under the IEDC banner – will serve EDO’s and 
practitioners in remaining relevant during this volatile period of economic change, 
enabling them to consult and brainstorm amongst peers at the highest level.  

 
Member Services 
IEDC Member Services includes the management and delivery of the Bookstore, Job 
Center, Excellence in Economic Development Awards Program and the Certified 
Economic Developer (CEcD) Program. 
 
Bookstore – The Bookstore is an online source of technical reports, education course 
manuals and industry-related publications from major publishers.  There are more than 50 
titles offered through the Bookstore. 
 
Job Center – The Job Center offers an opportunity for employers to post job listings and 
for economic development professionals.  It provides easy access to those job openings.  
The Job Center provides a valuable service to the profession and is a source of revenue 
for IEDC.  
 
Excellence in Economic Development Awards Program – The Excellence in Economic 
Development Awards recognizes the world’s best economic development programs and 
partnerships; marketing materials; and the year’s most influential leaders. These 25 
prestigious awards honor organizations and individuals for their efforts in creating 
positive change in urban, suburban, and rural communities. Winners are recognized at 
IEDC’s Annual Conference. 
 
Certified Economic Developer (CEcD) Program – IEDC’s Certification Program 
provides economic development professionals the opportunity to demonstrate their 
commitment to the field by earning the Certified Economic Developer (CEcD) 
designation. To earn the designation, individuals who have met the required work 
experience and professional development requirements sit for a three-part exam (multiple 
choice, essay and oral interview) over the course of two days.  IEDC staff administers 5-6 
exams per year.  IEDC currently has more than 1,200 CEcD members.  Staff also 
administers a recertification program including recognition of industry events for 
recertification points and certification renewals. 
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Marketing 
 
Marketing Staff are responsible for the development of all of IEDC’s marketing 
messaging, media relations and print materials.  
 
One IEDC staff member is responsible for developing the marketing messaging for the 
sale of all products and services through various outlets such as IEDC News, ED Now, 
broadcast emails, advertising outlets, media partner relationship and other partner 
outreach opportunities.  Staff develops and maintains a master calendar to ensure balance 
and prioritization of our marketing efforts. 
 
The goal of IEDC’s media relations effort is to gain greater awareness of IEDC through 
increased placement and representation in both print and broadcast media.   In addition, 
IEDC looks to build strong relationships with media contacts so that reporters identify the 
organization as the primary source for information and comments on economic 
development-related issues and stories.  IEDC has developed a system for ensuring 
timely response to all media calls and a method of tracking media placements.  A request 
for coverage and complimentary registrations are offered to the media for each 
conference. 
 
IEDC print materials include “save the date” postcards, brochures and on-site programs 
for conferences; the Guide to Professional Development brochure and related education 
marketing materials; a membership recruitment brochure; the awards program “call for 
entries” brochure; an Advisory Services brochure as well as other program marketing 
materials.  The development of print materials and the management of vendor 
relationships are coordinated by one staff member.  IEDC strives to have a consistency of 
branding throughout it various print materials.  
 
 
International  
 
The International Network for Economic Developers was conceived in 1995 as a 
friendship pact and network, with stress on three main issues: 

1. Representation of the partners at international conferences 
2. Facilitation of professional exchanges 
3. Importance of Certification for professionalizing the economic development 
field 
 

International Activities at IEDC include: 
 

• An International Advisory Committee that oversees IEDC’s international content. 
• International Partnerships: The International Network of Economic Developers 

(INED)—original signatories IEDC, Economic Development Association of 
Canada (EDAC) and European Association of Regional Development Agencies 
(EURADA) - was expanded in August 2007 via an Addendum to include 
Economic Development Australia (EDA) and the Economic Development 
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Association of New Zealand (EDANZ). Other INED partners include WAIPA, 
the World Association of International Promotion Agencies and CIPA, the 
Chinese Investment Promotion Agency 

• Training includes existing BEDCs in Mexico, customized training that is 
delivered abroad, and foreign delegation training for visiting foreign 
professionals.  

• Advisory Services/Technical Assistance Projects 
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Appendix 1: IEDC Bylaws  
 
These Bylaws include amendments that are effective October 22, 2008.  
 
 
ARTICLE I - NAME 
The name of the corporation shall be the International Economic Development Council, 
hereinafter referred to as the COUNCIL.  
  
 
ARTICLE II - OBJECTIVES AND ACTIVITIES 
1. The objectives of the Council are to:  

• Develop policies to advance the profession of economic development and serve as a 
clearinghouse for information on economic problems and solutions.  

• Foster the exchange of ideas and education experiences and offer persons engaged in 
developing local, regional, state and provincial economies an opportunity for intellectual 
stimulation and fellowship with their colleagues.  

• Enhance the career growth of professionals employed in the field of economic 
development and upgrade the professional standards of officials actively involved in 
economic development.  

• Provide local economic development insights for federal, state, provincial and local 
officials.  

• Share tested techniques in stimulating economic growth.  
• Undertake and support original research and identify and make maximum use of original 

and existing research in solving the economic problems of communities and enhancing 
the profession of economic development.  

• Cooperate with other organizations and agencies with kindred goals.  
• Encourage and guide universities in developing specialized courses and programs on the 

study of economic problems and solutions.  
• Publicize the activities and reports of the Council and other groups engaged in improving 

the image of their communities as a place for doing business.  
• Develop accurate facts and statistical data showing that distressed locations are as good 

as non-distressed locations for many types of business and industrial activities, and that 
those living in distressed locations can serve as qualified employees.  

• Establish a sound philosophy on community growth and its relationship to metropolitan, 
county, regional, state, provincial and national economic growth.  

• Incorporate an international focus into professional standards, techniques and solutions, 
and provide a forum for the dissemination of information among practitioners from 
different countries.  

 
2. Activities  
The activities of the Council shall be those authorized by the Articles of Incorporation and 
necessary to carry out the lawful purposes and objectives of the Council as specified in the 
Articles of Incorporation and herein. Notwithstanding any other provision of these Bylaws, the 
Council shall not take any action or carry out any activities not permitted to be taken or carried on 
by an organization exempt under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code and its 
Regulations as they now exist or as they hereinafter may be amended. The Council shall be 
conducted in all respects as an “Exempt Organization” within the meaning of Section 501(c)(3).  
 
The Council’s activities shall be confined to those which are strictly scientific, educational, 
charitable and for the public benefit, and no part of the income or assets of the Council shall inure 
to the benefit of any member, director, or employee of the Council or any other private individual, 
provided, however, that nothing herein shall prohibit the payment of reasonable compensation or 
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reimbursement for expenditures to a member, director or employee of the Council for services 
rendered to the Council.  
 
 
ARTICLE III - MEMBERSHIP  
 
1. Classes of Members  

• Active Member: Membership in the Council shall be open to governmental agencies, 
private organizations and individuals engaged in or concerned with local, regional, state 
and provincial economic and community development upon application to, and 
acceptance by, the President, in accordance with specifications of the Board of Directors. 
Active membership embraces all membership privileges, including but not limited to the 
power to amend these Bylaws as hereinafter provided. 

• Members in Transition: Designation is available to former members in good standing or 
other individuals who have been active in the affairs of the Council and who currently are 
not employed in economic development but who desire to maintain an association with 
and to further the purpose of the Council. An inactive member cannot vote or hold office 
and is eligible for membership privileges as defined by the Board of Directors. 

• Student Member Criteria: Designation is available to individuals who are full-time 
students at the graduate or undergraduate level. A student member may not vote or hold 
office, but may serve on committees, and is eligible for membership privileges as defined 
by the Board of Directors.  

• Fellow Member of the Council Status: A Fellow Member of the International Economic 
Development Council shall be entitled to use this honorific with the IEDC as long as 
membership in the Council is maintained. 

• Honorary Life Member Status: Honorary Life Members of the International Economic 
Development Council shall be entitled to use this honorific with the IEDC as long as 
membership in the Council is maintained.  

• Emeritus Member Status: Emeritus Members of the former American Economic 
Development Council shall be entitled to use this honorific with the IEDC as long as 
membership in the Council is maintained. 

 
2. General Conditions  

• Active Members which are organizations shall designate one or more individuals to serve 
as the designated representative(s). Individuals employed by the member may participate 
in activities of the Council consistent with policies and practices adopted by the Board of 
Directors.  

• The Board of Directors, at the request of the President, shall constitute a committee on 
qualification and classification whenever necessary to resolve issues relating to the 
status of an applicant or member.  

 
3. Resignation, Suspension, Termination, and Expulsion  

• A member may resign membership in good standing by written communication to the 
President. Resignation shall not relieve the member resigning of the obligation to pay any 
dues, assessments, or other charges theretofore accrued and unpaid. 

• Failure to pay dues or to meet the criteria for membership is presumed to be adequate 
reason for expulsion and does not require advance notice to the member and deliberation 
by the Board of Directors as provided in section 3 of this Article.  

• A member may be suspended or expelled from membership in the Council for adequate 
reason, by a majority vote of the Directors present and voting at a regular or special 
meeting of the Board of Directors, provided that the member is given written notice of the 
proposed action at least sixty (60) days prior to such meeting and that the notice informs 
the member charged of the nature of the charges preferred and of the right to contest the 
charges in writing or in person. If a member intends to so appear before the Board of 
Directors, the member must give written notice of this intent at least fifteen (15) days prior 
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to such meeting. If the member does not desire to appear at such meeting, the member 
may submit to the Board of Directors for its consideration a written statement of position; 
the same must be received by the principal offices of the Council at least ten (10) days 
prior to such meeting. A member will be given final written notice of the decision of the 
Board of Directors.  

• A suspension, as provided for in section 3, may be for any period of time up to eighteen 
(18) months. At the expiration of the period of suspension, the suspended member will be 
automatically reinstated to the original class of membership if dues and other 
indebtedness to the Council have been regularly paid during the suspension. 

• Reinstatement to membership of an expelled member shall be at the discretion of the 
Board of Directors.  

  
 
ARTICLE IV - DUES 

• Dues for all classes of membership shall be established by the Board of Directors.  
• Dues shall be paid in U.S. dollars or their equivalent with the filing of an application for 

membership and thereafter in the manner and at the time established by the Board of 
Directors. 

• No dues shall be refunded to any member whose membership terminates for any reason. 
  
 
ARTICLE V - MEMBERSHIP MEETINGS 

• Annual Meeting 
The annual meeting of the members shall be held at such time and place as the 
Governance Committee may set, for the purpose of transacting such business as may 
properly come before the meeting. 

• Notice 
Notice of time, place and purposes of the annual meeting shall be given in writing to all 
members of the Council at least 30 days, but no more than 60 days prior to the date of 
the meeting.  

• Quorum 
Those members of the Council present shall constitute a quorum at any meeting of 
members, and the majority of the voting members at any meeting shall constitute the act 
of full membership.  

• Action by Written Ballot 
Any action that may be taken at an annual, regular or special meeting of members may 
be taken without a meeting. A written ballot setting forth each proposed action shall be 
delivered to every member entitled to vote. The ballot shall indicate the date by which it 
must be returned to be counted. Only returned ballots will be counted. Ballots may not be 
revoked once cast. 

  
 
ARTICLE VI - BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
 
1. Composition  
The business and property of the Council shall be managed and controlled by a Board of 
Directors. The Board shall consist of:  

• Not more than fifty-five (55) individuals elected pursuant to section 4 of this Article, who 
shall be voting members of the Board. 

• Members of the Advisory Council, the President and legal counsel, all of whom shall 
serve as ex-officio and non-voting members of the Board with the exception of the 
Immediate Past Chair, who shall be a voting member. 
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2. Qualifications  
Directors must be members of the Council and a majority of the Directors must be members who 
represent public economic development agencies or non-profit economic development 
organizations.  
 
3. Nominations  
The Nominating Committee shall nominate a slate of directors for election at the annual meeting 
of the Board, such slate shall include as many nominees as there are vacancies to be filled as of 
the annual meeting. The Nominating Committee shall draw from the membership at large 
(including any non-member who has agreed to become a member of the Council if elected to 
serve as director). Nominations should assure geographic, ethnic, and gender diversity to reflect 
the profession, and must include at least one member whose employing community or firm is 
located within the country of Canada and improves the economic development of Canada, and at 
least one whose employing community or firm is located within a country belonging to the 
European Union and whose work improves the economic development of that country.  
 
Subject to the consecutive terms limit of Article VI.6., the Nominating Committee may re-nominate 
current directors for further terms, giving consideration to the level of participation, performance, 
and contributions of any such prospective nominees.  
 
At least (30) days prior to the annual meeting the Nominating Committee shall deliver to the 
Board members its slate of nominees along with a one-paragraph biographical statement 
submitted by each nominee.  
 
4. Election  
The slate of nominees recommended by the Nominating Committee may be elected at the annual 
meeting of the Board by a majority vote of those Board members present and voting. If a majority 
of members present and voting fail to vote affirmatively for the slate of nominees, subsequent 
voting shall be by written ballot. Such ballot shall include the names of all candidates on the 
Nominating Committee’s slate.  
 
5. Term of Office  
The term of office shall be two years except as otherwise provided in this Article. Any Director 
may resign at any time by giving written notice to the Board of Directors.  
 
6. Limitation on Consecutive Terms  
Term limits will be calculated based on Board service subsequent to the 2001 Annual Meeting. 
Subject to Article VI.3 and except as follows, Directors may serve not more than four (4) 
consecutive two year terms. Time served by a Director as an officer of the Council elected 
pursuant to Article VIII will not count against the limit of four (4) consecutive terms as a Director. 
A director who has reached his or her term limit may serve another consecutive term or terms, 
subject to Article VI.3., if also serving as an appointed officer of the Council pursuant to Article 
VIII. Former Directors may be re-elected to the Board for additional service after having been off 
the Board for at least one term.  
 
7. Vacancy  
In the event a vacancy occurs on the Board of Directors, the Nominating Committee may 
nominate a Director to serve until the next annual meeting of the Board, subject to approval by 
the Board by Mail Ballot or at its next meeting.  
 
8. Meetings  
The annual meeting of the Board shall be held in conjunction with the annual meeting of the 
members at a time and place designated by the Governance Committee. The Board shall meet at 
such other times as it shall determine. However, no meeting shall be held without at least 
fourteen (14) days notice in writing to all Directors of the date, time and place of the meeting. 
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Attendance by forty percent (40%) of the Directors then in office shall constitute a quorum and, 
unless a greater proportion is required for a particular act by statute or these Bylaws, the majority 
vote of the Directors present at any meeting, at which there is a quorum, shall constitute the Act 
of the Board of Directors.  
 
9. Chair of the Board  
The Chair of the Board shall preside as Chair at meetings of the Board, and in his or her 
absence, the Vice Chair shall serve as Chair.  
 
10. Advisory Council  
The Chair shall establish a Chair Advisory Council (“The Advisory Council”). The initial members 
of the Advisory Council shall be all former chairs of the Council or its predecessors. Retiring 
chairs of the Council shall automatically become members of the Advisory Council. Membership 
on the Advisory Council shall be for life so long as the member remains active in the affairs of the 
Council. The Chair shall utilize these advisors and assign responsibilities of this Council as he or 
she sees fit.  
 
11. Mail Ballot 
A mail ballot may be used at the discretion of the Governance Committee to conduct business of 
the Board. The ballot shall state the questions in the form of a motion, and shall be delivered to all 
Directors. Delivery may be by mail, delivery service, facsimile transmission or internet 
transmission, provided that internet delivery must be in a format that permits the recipient to print 
a legible ballot. The Governance Committee may limit the time in which responses must be 
received but in no case shall such time be less than twelve (12) days from the postmark of the 
mailing, deposit with a delivery service or electronic transmission, a applicable, to the postmark of 
the return. Ballots will be valid only if signed by the Director and received within the time limit 
specified. No act of the Board taken by mail shall be valid unless at least two-thirds of the 
Directors then in office have approved the action proposed.  
 
12. Removal from Office  
Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 5 of Article VI, any director absent from two 
consecutive regularly scheduled meetings of the Board of Directors may be removed from office 
by two-thirds vote of the directors present and voting at the next meeting of the Board. The 
Governance Committee must consider and may at its discretion recommend that the Board 
consider the removal of each such director, but the decision to remove shall be discretionary with 
the Board.  
 
For purposes of applying this paragraph, if more than one meeting of the Board is held at the 
Annual Conference, attendance at one shall constitute attendance at all such meetings, and 
absence from only one regularly scheduled meeting.  
  
 
ARTICLE VII - COMMITTEES 
 
1. Governance Committee  
There shall be a Governance Committee of the Board of Directors which shall be responsible for 
coordinating the work of the Board and of any standing committees that the Board establishes; for 
developing the Board in terms of its composition and its members’ governing skills; for 
maintaining the Board-President/CEO partnership; and for carrying out other duties as prescribed 
for it in the Bylaws and by Board resolution.  
 
The Governance Committee shall be empowered to act on behalf of the full Board of Directors 
only in emergency situations where it is not practical to convene or poll the full Board of Directors.  
The Governance Committee shall consist of the Board Chair (who shall chair the Governance 
Committee), the Vice Chair, the Secretary/Treasurer, the chairs of the Board’s other standing 
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committees, with the exception of the Audit and Nominating Committees, the Immediate Past 
Chair, and the President and CEO as a non-voting ex-officio member.  
 
2. Nominating Committee  
The Council shall have a Nominating Committee comprised of three (3) members of the Board, 
each of whom shall be a past chair of the organization or a predecessor. The members shall be 
appointed by the Chair, subject to approval by the Board, in advance of the annual meeting to 
nominate both Directors and Officers for election at the annual meeting.  
 
3. Audit Committee  
The Audit Committee shall be comprised of three (3) members of the Board. The Chair of the 
Board shall, at the Annual Meeting, subject to approval by the Board, appoint the committee 
members and designate one to serve as chair of the Audit Committee. Members of the 
Governance Committee are precluded from serving on the Audit Committee.  
 
Classes and terms – The members of the Audit Committee shall be divided into three classes, 
which are designated as Class A, Class B and Class C. Each class shall serve for a term of three 
years, with the respective terms of the Classes to expire serially over a three year cycle. .At each 
Annual Meeting after the initial classification of members, a committee member to replace the 
member whose Class’s term expires at such Annual Meeting shall be appointed to serve on the 
committee until the third succeeding Annual Meeting of the Board. The chair may be appointed 
from any Class. The term of the chair shall be one (1) year, subject to reappointment.  
 
Vacancies – In the event that a vacancy occurs on the Audit Committee, the Chair of the Board, 
subject to approval of the Board, shall appoint an eligible Director to serve the remaining term of 
the Class in which the vacancy occurred.  
 
Meetings – Meetings shall be held at such times and places as may be determined by the Chair, 
or the Chair of the Audit Committee.  
 
Purposes – To review any and all issues relating to the annual audit and the auditing practices of 
the organization.  
 
Duties – The committee shall monitor the fiscal management of the Council. The duties of the 
committee shall include the following:  

• Overview the process of selecting auditors to conduct the annual audit.  
• Review year end financial statements, audited and unaudited.  
• Review the auditor's report on internal accounting controls and the management letter; 

evaluate findings and recommendations.  
• Review and evaluate on a continuing basis the fiscal policies and standard operating 

procedures of the Council.  
• Make recommendations to the Board on the audit and auditing practices.  
• Perform such other duties as may be prescribed from time to time by the Chair.  

 
4. Board Standing Committees  
The Board of Directors may establish standing committees that are not otherwise enumerated in 
these Bylaws as it deems necessary to assist in carrying out its governing responsibilities. Such 
standing committees shall be recommended by the Board’s Governance Committee and shall be 
established by passage of a resolution by a simple majority of the Board. Board standing 
committees shall consist only of Board members, and Board Chair shall assign Board members 
to the standing committees. The chairs of any standing committees established by the Board 
shall be nominated by the Nominating Committee and elected by the Board, and shall sit on the 
Board Governance Committee during their term as chair. A Board standing committee may not 
exercise the powers of the Board with respect to the management of the affairs of IEDC, and can 
take action on behalf of the full Board only as explicitly specified in these Bylaws and in formal 
standing committee guidelines adopted by the Board of Directors by formal resolution.  
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5. Ad Hoc Committees  
Upon approval of two-thirds of the Governance Committee, Ad Hoc Committees without the 
authority of the Board may be established by the Chair with both the chairman and members 
appointed by the Chair. The term of each Ad Hoc committee shall expire no later than the next 
regular election of directors.  
 
6. Telephone Participation  
A member of a committee or subcommittee of the Board may participate in a meeting of such 
committee by means of conference telephone or similar communications equipment enabling all 
members participating in the meeting to hear one another, and participation in a meeting pursuant 
to this section shall constitute presence in person at such meetings.  
  
 
ARTICLE VIII - OFFICERS 
 
1. Title  
The Officers of the Council shall be a Chair of the Board, a Vice Chair of the Board, and a 
Secretary-Treasurer.  
 
2. Qualifications  
Officers of the Council shall be incumbent members of the Board of Directors. The Chair shall be 
selected from members of the board who have been a member of the Council for at least two 
years. Other nominated officers shall have been a member of the organizations or a predecessor 
for at least two years and be a member of the board.  
 
3. Selection and Nominations  
The names of the members of the nominating committee appointed pursuant to Article VII, 
section 2 of these Bylaws shall be mailed to the membership of the board at least 120 days prior 
to the annual meeting. Members of the board shall be invited to submit recommendations for 
officers to the nominating committee. Recommendations will be considered as validly submitted if 
the nomination is received at least sixty (60) days prior to the annual meeting.  
 
The nominating committee shall nominate a slate of officers for election at the board meeting in 
conjunction with the annual conference. At least thirty (30) days prior to the annual meeting the 
nominating committee shall mail to the membership of the board its slate of nominees.  
 
4. Term of Office and Consecutive Term Limitation 
The term of office shall be one year.  No director may be nominated for or serve more than two 
consecutive terms in the same office.  
 
5. Vacancy  
In the event a vacancy occurs, the Board of Directors shall elect a Director to complete the term 
of office from a nomination to be submitted by the Nominating Committee, provided such 
nomination and election is consistent with the intent of Article VIII, paragraph 2.  
 
6. Duties  
The powers and duties of the officers shall be those prescribed by these Bylaws, those 
customarily incident to the office, and those which the Board of Directors shall from time to time 
prescribe.  
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ARTICLE IX - STAFF 
 
1. President  
The Board of Directors shall appoint a President who is hereby authorized to manage the 
business and operations of the Council in accordance with policy established by the Board of 
Directors. Such authorization shall include but not be limited to the power to sign grants and 
contracts on behalf of the Council, to negotiate and accept contracts within the parameters of the 
approved annual budget, to hire and dismiss employees, consultants and other agents and 
representatives, to set wages and fringe benefits, and to manage the funds of the Council within 
the approved annual budget. In addition to such other duties as the Board may from time to time 
prescribe, the President shall report on the Council’s financial condition to the Board of Directors; 
prepare reports for submission to the Board of Directors; and to keep accurate minutes of all 
meetings of the Board of Directors.  
 
2. Salary  
The president shall be compensated at a level to be fixed by the Governance Committee.  
 
3. Bond  
The President shall furnish a satisfactory surety bond in an amount to be fixed by the Governance 
Committee, the premium of which shall be paid out of funds of the Council.  
 
4. Absence  
In the absence or disability of the President, the Governance Committee may designate an acting 
President until such time as the absence or disability is removed or a new President is appointed.  
  
 
ARTICLE X - FISCAL YEAR 
The fiscal year of the Council shall be determined by the Board.  
  
 
ARTICLE XI - INDEMNIFICATION 
To the fullest extent permitted by the Nonstock Corporation Law or any successor provision, any 
present or former Director or officer of the Council, or other such persons so designated in the 
discretion of the Board of Directors, or the legal representative of such person, shall be 
indemnified by the Council against all liability, losses, costs, expenses, and counsel fees 
reasonably and actually paid or incurred in connection with any action, suit, or proceeding to 
which any such person or his or her legal representative may be made a party by reason of his or 
her being or having been such a Director or officer, or serving or having served the Council, 
except in relation to matters as to which he or she shall be found liable for or guilty of willful 
conflict of interest, criminal acts, self-dealing or willful misconduct in respect of the matters in 
which indemnity is sought and in relation to matters settled or otherwise terminated without a final 
determination on the merits where such settlement or termination is predicted on the existence of 
such breach of or failure to perform a duty. In any such proceeding, the Council may advance 
reasonable expenses as incurred to the individual upon receipt of an affirmation and undertaking. 
The Council may purchase and maintain insurance to protect itself and any present or former 
director, officer, employee or agent, arising from the individual’s status as such, against any 
liability, losses, costs, expenses or fees, whether or not the Council would have the power to 
indemnify such person under the Nonstock Corporation Law or any successor provision.  
  
 
ARTICLE XII - DISSOLUTION 
In the event of liquidation, dissolution, or other termination of the Council, whether voluntary or 
involuntary, the assets of the Council remaining after satisfaction of all debts and obligations of 
the Council shall be distributed pursuant to a plan to be adopted by the Board of Directors and 
approved by affirmative vote of the members, provided that such distribution shall be made only 
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to one or more organizations which at the time of distribution has qualified as an “Exempt 
Organization” under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code as amended. None of the 
assets, or the proceeds thereof, of the Council shall inure in any way to be of benefit to a 
member, director, or employee of the Council or any other private individual.  
  
 
 
ARTICLE XIII - AMENDMENTS 
 
1. Board of Directors  
Upon at least thirty days prior written notice of the proposed change to the directors then in office, 
the Board of Directors may make, alter, amend and repeal the Bylaws in whole or in part by a 2/3 
vote of those present or a majority of the Directors then in office, whichever is greater; provided 
that all Bylaws made by the Board of Directors may be altered, amended or repealed by the 
members of the Council as provided below. For purposes of this provision, notice may be 
delivered by mail, facsimile transmission or email to a director’s address or facsimile number of 
record.  
 
2. Members  
The members of the Council may make, alter, amend or repeal the Bylaws in whole or in part by 
a majority vote of members attending the annual meeting of members called in conformance with 
the Bylaws and provided that proposed changes to the Bylaws must be inserted in the notice of 
the meeting, or by any other procedure authorized by statute.  
 
Amended and restated by the Board of Directors on April 26, 2001; and further amended by the 
Board of Directors on January 25, 2003, September 17, 2003, June 26, 2004, October 1, 2005 
January 1, 2006 and October 22, 2008.  
 
 
 
William E. Best, FM 
 
Secretary/Treasurer  
© 2001, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2008 IEDC  
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INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL 
FIVE YEAR STRATEGIC PLAN 

2008-2013 
Purpose 
 
New economic, political, technological and social conditions in both the domestic 
and global domains offer unprecedented opportunities as well as significant, still 
insufficiently understood threats to our communities and to our profession. 
Adapting to this new, truly global world requires education, flexibility, and 
innovation. True to the calling of economic developers, we have developed a 
strategic plan that builds off our existing strengths while helping us adapt to 
changing realities by testing new strategies, adapting new technologies and 
nurturing new collaborations.   

Background 
 
In 2002, when the Executive Committee of Board of Directors of the International 
Economic Development Council (IEDC) got together to develop IEDC’s first 
strategic plan, the driving energy was to create a document that would form the 
basis of the new organization. The original plan focused on building a single 
unified association representing and advocating for economic development. Its 
underlying objectives were organizational development and the advancement of 
the economic development profession with an emphasis on professional 
development and certification to create a single standard and a commonly 
recognized set of competences that would define the profession of economic 
development. 
 
While there have been challenges to the implementation of the first plan, IEDC 
can point to the following significant accomplishments. 
 

• IEDC has established the premier association for economic developers as 
evidenced in: 

o extensive membership and concurrent conference growth,  
o the establishment of a Leadership summit, and  
o the launching of exciting new membership categories such as the 

Economic Development Research Partnership Program.  
• The organization has worked to enhance the awareness and image of the 

Economic Development Profession through: 
o  its many partnerships and alliance activities with U.S. and 

international organizations, 
o its repertoire of communication vehicles including EDNow and the 

website, 
o its Legislative activities including the Legislative Summit and 

Legislative Review, and  
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o responsiveness to challenging events such as the Volunteer 
Recovery Project  after Hurricanes Katrina and Rita and intensive 
work to maintain the integrity of eminent domain as an economic 
development tool. 

• IEDC has professionalized the economic development field by growing its 
professional development offerings and institutionalizing a process for 
certification and recertification. 

• IEDC has worked to advance the profession through its continuing 
research work domestically and internationally with cutting edge content 
such as: 

o  the Innovation Agenda: A Policy Statement on American 
Competitiveness,  

o detailed reports on Smart Growth and Targeted Area 
Redevelopment, and  

o our web-based Brownfields and Eminent Domain Resource 
Centers. 

 
Our 2008-2013 strategic plan needs to maintain and strengthen many of these 
critical ongoing activities as well as adapt to new economic realities. It is 
necessary to briefly review the changes that confront the economic development 
field before outlining the strategic plan. 
 

Meeting the 21st Century Head On 
 
Globalization, the IT revolution, the world wide web, rising environmentalism and 
the encroachment of many new entities onto the economic development playing 
field offer dynamic prospects and pose significant challenges to the long term 
significance of economic development professionals as well as to IEDC’s ability 
to effectively and efficiently serve them. The challenges are real and complex as 
are the opportunities. This plan is one of our tools to address them head on, and 
identify and implement well-considered, strategic solutions. This is exactly what 
our profession is all about. We are up to the challenge. Let’s first define precisely 
what these challenges and possibilities are to our profession and to IEDC.  

Challenges to and Opportunities for the Profession 
 

• Entry of new entities into economic development activities coupled with 
the rise of the internet as a critical source of community data, puts the 
question of the long-term relevance of the profession on the table while 
also creating new partners and new methods for collaboration and 
innovation.  

 
• Large regional differences in economic development practices, 

challenges, and opportunities, which is overlapping with changing 
understandings of economic development priorities within the profession 
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itself (e.g. gathering vs gardening) which goes beyond a simply 
segmented marketplace. 

 
• Harsh fiscal realities and workforce challenges, particularly attracting and 

retaining new entrants to the profession and accessing skilled senior 
leadership, hitting both EDOs and the businesses in their communities. 

 
• Economic shifts, shocks and restructuring with diverse impacts on regional 

economies and their competitive advantages—weakening some and 
strengthening others. 

 
• Changing business models, particularly the rise of the global corporation 

and the decline of local corporate leadership. What is the impact of these 
changes on community opportunities, economic development strategies 
and economic development metrics of success? 

 
• Globalization is redrawing the lines defining who’s central to the economy 

and who is peripheral. Specifically, globalization and IT are the 21st 
century processes for connecting markets and moving labor, capital, 
products and services across this wider market. This process is akin to 
roads and rails in the U.S. at the turn of the century and like the rails and 
highways, it will have similar impacts strengthening some and weakening 
others, by changing their position within the market space and the 
competitive position of their local businesses, institutions and workers. In 
other words, new conditions and new positions in this network influences 
who wins and loses in the international marketplace.  

 
• Higher incidences of community-altering events (natural disasters such as 

Hurricanes, rapid growth, disruptive technologies) requiring preparation, 
mitigation, and recovery and creates very different on-the-ground business 
conditions. 

Challenges to and Opportunities for the Association 
 

• Many economic development organizations have increasingly more limited 
resources related to money and time, yet an increased need for 
professional development and networking, making local offerings more 
attractive. State and local associations are growing in importance for 
delivering many functions once centered in national organizations. 

 
• Membership is diversifying which provides a greater foundation for 

innovation and ideas but creates the organizational challenge of how we 
can provide value to market segments while not getting caught in the trap 
of being all things to all people. In other words, how does IEDC deliver 
value and structure and deliver services to diverse population—specifically 
how can we better engage members to help develop value? 
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• Members and others increasingly use the worldwide web for solutions and 

information they used to depend on associations for. How can we provide 
unique value within this framework? 

 
• In this new global world, the issue is not just what is delivered but when 

value is delivered, which creates different time conditions for service 
delivery. 

 
Since the development of the first strategic plan, the Board has met several times 
to identify new strategic priorities to meet these new realities. The rest of this 
document places those priorities into an updated strategic plan.  
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The 2008-2013 Strategic Plan 
Our mission and core values remain the same, our vision has been slightly 
updated, our strategic directives have been streamlined and our objectives and 
action plan have been significantly revised in light of the new conditions facing 
our profession. This plan represents a strategic policy document that will be 
annually reviewed within our budget process to ensure that we prioritize our 
efforts in both a strategic and fiscally responsible manner. Any new activities we 
undertake within the framework of the plan must be revenue neutral or come with 
an identified revenue stream. 
 

Our Mission 
Provide leadership and excellence in economic development for our 
communities, members and partners. 
 

Core Values 
We embrace the following core values which continue to reflect our mission, and 
guide our decisions, actions and provision of services. 
 

• Social responsibility and a dedication to building healthy, just and 
competitive communities 

• Creation of wealth for individuals, businesses, and communities 
• Advancement of both the economic development profession and 

professional 
• Cooperation and collaboration 
• Diversity, tolerance and equity. 

 

Our Vision 
Our vision is to make sustainable economic development a priority in all size 
communities and at every level of government by professionalizing and 
diversifying the economic development field, providing world class services to our 
members, increasing our policy and advocacy efforts and becoming the number 
one source of economic development knowledge and expertise worldwide.  
 
 

Our Strategic Directions 
IEDC remains committed to leading the economic development profession into 
the future using the following strategic directions as our guide. 
 

• To further strengthen the economic development profession and maintain 
the significance of the economic developer as a community leader. 
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• To provide world class, customized services to help our members meet 
the challenges and seize the opportunities of working in an increasingly 
dynamic, volatile global economy. 

• To become the number one source of economic development knowledge 
and thought leadership worldwide. 

 
 

Our Strategic Objectives 
We developed the following objectives to give shape and form to the strategic 
directions. 
 
1) To further strengthen the economic development profession and maintain the 

significance of the economic developer as a community leader. 
 

• Extend opportunities for individual professional development and 
certification to broaden and deepen our knowledge of new conditions 
and how best to respond to emerging threats and opportunities. 

• Recruit and retain a diverse, multi-cultural, multi-ethnic, multi-lingual 
and multi-generational workforce. 

• Recruit and retain new entrants and new leadership into the field. 
• Enhance the awareness and the image of the economic development 

professional. 
 
 
2) To provide world class, customized services to help our members meet the 

challenges and seize the opportunities of working in an increasingly dynamic 
and volatile global economy. 

 
• Modify our products and services to meet broadening membership 

needs. 
• Develop new products and services and improve existing ones to help 

our members be more competitive and more resilient in a globalizing, 
entrepreneurial economy. 

 
3) To become the number one source of economic development knowledge and 

thought leadership worldwide. 
 

• Revise our knowledge dissemination vehicles to meet diversifying 
membership needs and changing conditions. 

• Encourage more collaboration with and among members to build 
knowledge and value 

• Become a global thought leader in the emergent areas of globalization, 
entrepreneurship and sustainability. 
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Our Action Plan 
 
Strategic Direction I: To further strengthen the economic 
development profession and maintain the significance of the 
economic developer as a community leader. 
 
For IEDC, professional development remains one of our core activities. Not only 
is it essential infrastructure for strengthening the profession, but globalization and 
technology have made lifelong learning a characteristic of all professionals. In 
other words, we all must continue to upgrade our skills to manage new 
challenges and learn to harness new opportunities.  Developing and expanding 
the CEcD and recertification as well as continually offering fresh, cutting edge 
knowledge are critical components for promoting lifelong learning within the 
profession and ensuring that economic development continues to grow and 
maintain its significance in our increasingly entrepreneurial world.  
 

 
Objective 1.1: Extend opportunities for individual professional development 
and certification to broaden and deepen our knowledge of new conditions and 
how best to respond to emerging threats and opportunities. 
  

Actions 
 

• Develop internet options for training course delivery and taking the 
certification exam. 

 
• Offer access to cutting edge knowledge through courses, webinars, 

website and new offerings including a regular review and update of 
existing training courses and certification exam. 

 
• Make Certification a recognizable accomplishment with employers and 

influencers. 
 

• Expand the number of CEcDs, especially among a more diverse 
population  and emerging leaders. 

 
• Encourage and guide universities to develop specialized courses and 

programs on the study of local economic problems and solutions 
 

• Research and identify high level skill building venues for senior level 
leadership. 
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Objective 1.2:  Enhance the awareness and the image of the economic 
development professional and economic development practice 
 

Actions 
 

• Continue to educate public and private decision-makers at all 
governmental levels on the importance of economic development and the 
tools it requires to be effective. 

 
• Increase positive public relations surrounding economic development and 

the professionals who deliver it. 
 

• More actively engage public officials in all IEDC’s activities, with an 
emphasis on training. 

 
• Build collaborative relations with relevant national associations to promote 

this objective. 
 

• Explore the potential of developing targeted success metrics that 
demonstrate the value of economic development practice to the public and 
better enable economic developers to demonstrate the economic impacts 
of their activities. 

 
 
 
Objective 1.3: Recruit and retain a diverse, multi-cultural, multi-ethnic, 
multi-lingual and multi-generational workforce. 

Actions 
 

• Include recruitment, retention and diversity management strategies in 
conferences, training courses and other venues. 

 
• Identify proven techniques and strategies and disseminate them through 

our range of communication vehicles and offerings. 
 

• Identify national associations with which to partner in these efforts. 
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Objective 1.4: Recruit and retain new entrants and new leadership into the 
field. 
 

Actions 
 

• Build relationships with colleges and universities with existing economic 
development programs and develop a website for graduates to post their 
resumes. 

 
• Develop a young professional section with independent programming 

within IEDC. 
 

• Develop a student membership package (including pricing for all services, 
not just membership). 

 
 
 
 
Strategic Direction 2: To provide world class, customized 
services to help our members meet the challenges and seize the 
opportunities of working in an increasingly dynamic and volatile 
global economy. 
 
Objective 2.1:  Modify our products and services to meet broadening and 
diversifying membership needs. 

Actions 
 

• Identify market segments within the profession and design our portfolio of 
goods and services to enable them to customize their content choices. 

 
• Find new and varied ways to communicate with and engage membership 

in the organization, its activities, and the development of new services. 
 

• Benchmark our activities to ensure that we continue to meet membership 
needs. 

 
 

 
Objective 2.2: Develop new products and services and improve existing 
ones to help our members be more competitive and more resilient in a 
globalizing, entrepreneurial economy 
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Actions 
 
• Help our members to understand and manage the challenges and 

opportunities associated with globalization, sustainability (for communities 
and businesses), and entrepreneurship. 

 
• Understand emerging global business models and their impact on 

communities and disseminate findings through our conferences, website, 
courses, webinars, publications and other relevant venues. 

 
• Be prepared to quickly respond to community- or profession-altering 

events and capture new opportunities such as developing the Volunteer 
Recovery Program after Hurricanes Katrina and Rita or the range of 
activities undertaken in defense of eminent domain. 

 
 

 
 

Strategic Direction 3: To become the number one source of 
economic development knowledge and thought leadership 
worldwide. 
 
Objective 3.1: Revise our knowledge dissemination vehicles to meet 
diversifying membership needs and changing conditions. 
 

Actions 
• Review our regular knowledge dissemination tools and strategies, 

especially website, e-newsletters, and blast e-mails, and investigate new 
ones such as blogs to determine what the appropriate knowledge 
dissemination tools for changing realities are and how they can be 
improved and customized to meet varied market segments.  

 
 
Objective 3.2: Encourage more collaboration with and among members to 
build knowledge and value. 

Actions 
 

• Cooperate with a wide range of agencies nationally and internationally to 
stay abreast of key trends, strategies, techniques, research and ideas that 
we assess and send to our members. 
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• Identify methods and technologies to facilitate two-way communication 
with members to gather their expertise and disseminate knowledge on 
economic development.  

 
• Continuously gather, evaluate and share tested ideas, strategies and 

techniques among people engaged in sub-national economic 
development. 

 
 
Objective 3.3: Become a global thought leader in the emergent areas of 
globalization, entrepreneurship and sustainability. 

Actions 
 

• Integrate research, strategies, data and other content into existing courses 
on core topics related to these three issues. 

 
• Actively target research and advisory service projects and build new 

relationships with foundations and other funders to support efforts useful 
to the economic development professional in these three areas. 

 
• Build relationships with relevant organizational partners to gain access to 

new resources, new perspectives, and new ideas in these areas. 
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Appendix 3: IEDC Ethics Statement 
 

International Economic Development Council 
Code of Ethics 

Accepted October 22, 2008 
 

 
I. Code of Ethics 
 

The following code of ethics was established by the professional economic developers in 
the International Economic Development Council to ensure a high ethical standard for 
those involved in economic development. 

 

There may be circumstances where the board may choose to interpret and apply this code 
to a particular event such as a man-made or natural disaster. 
 

1. Professional economic developers shall carry out their responsibilities in a manner 
to bring respect to the profession, the economic developer and the economic 
developer’s constituencies.   

 
2. Professional economic developers shall practice with integrity, honesty, and 

adherence to the trust placed in them both in fact and in appearance.  
 

3. Professional economic developers will hold themselves free of any interest, 
influence, or relationship in respect to any professional activity when dealing with 
clients which could impair professional judgement or objectivity or which in the 
reasonable view of the observer, has that effect. 

 
4. Professional economic developers are mindful that they are representatives of the 

community and shall represent the overall community interest. 
 

5. Professional economic developers shall keep the community, elected officials, 
boards and other stakeholders informed about the progress and efforts of the 
area’s economic development program. 

 
6. Professional economic developers shall maintain in confidence the affairs of any 

client, colleague or organization and shall not disclose confidential information 
obtained in the course of professional activities.    
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7. Professional economic developers shall openly share information with the 
governing body according to protocols established by that body.  Such protocols 
shall be disclosed to clients and the public.  

 
8. Professional economic developers shall cooperate with peers to the betterment of 

economic development technique, ability, and practice, and to strive to perfect 
themselves in their professional abilities through training and educational 
opportunities. 

 
9. Professional economic developers shall assure that all economic development 

activities are conducted with equality of opportunity for all segments of the 
community without regard to race, religion, sex, sexual orientation, national 
origin, political affiliation, disability, age or marital status. 

 
10. Professional economic developers shall abide by the principles established in this 

code and comply with the rules of professional conduct as promulgated by IEDC. 
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Appendix 4 - Conflicts and Confidentiality: A Brief Guide for 
IEDC Board Members   
 
The legal obligations of directors to an association fall into two broad categories, a duty 
of loyalty and a duty of care. 
 
The Duty of Loyalty - By assuming office or accepting appointment, the IEDC director 
commits personal allegiance to the enterprise and acknowledges that the best interests of 
the Council and its members must prevail over any individual interest of his own or those 
of any other party.  In the association context, this may on occasion require the director or 
committee member to pay particular attention to how this duty overlaps with a similar 
duty owed to his business or his employer or another association.  In service to the 
Council, the director in particular is a designee of all the members.  The Duty of Loyalty 
manifests itself in certain legal concepts, briefly outlined below: 
 
Conflict of Interest - An IEDC director commits personal allegiance to the enterprise and 
acknowledges that the best interests of the Council and its members must prevail over 
any individual interest of his own or those of any other party. This requires each director 
to pay particular attention to how this duty overlaps with a similar duty owed to their 
business, employer or another association.  In service to the Council, the director in 
particular is a designee of all the members. 
 
A conflict may exist when an individual participates in the deliberation or resolution of 
an issue important to the Council, while at the same time having other responsibilities 
that could predispose the individual.  Conflicts should always be disclosed and may 
require ‘recusal’ – stepping back from participation in a matter – or even withdrawal 
from a post. 
 
Duty of Fairness - When conflicting interests are present, the director must be concerned 
that fairness obligations are recognized and satisfied.  Fairness to the Council should be 
the primary concern, especially where outside interests of the individual would be 
affected by the transaction or decision. 
 
Corporate Opportunity - This concept is most often encountered in the business world 
instead of associations, but may still be applicable.  A corporate opportunity is a chance 
to seize a business advantage.  If it relates to the Council’s present or prospective 
activities and comes to the attention of the individual as a result of his relation to the 
Council, the opportunity must first be presented to the Council before the individual 
attempts to use it for personal advantage. 
 
Confidentiality - The individual must deal in confidence with all matters involving the 
Council until such time as there has been general public disclosure or unless the 
particular information is known to be a matter of common knowledge.  This would apply 
equally to information whose confidentiality is in the best interests of the Council, as to 
information whose disclosure could injure individuals or organizations.  The duty applies 
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to any material designated by IEDC as confidential (whether or not the individual agrees 
with the designation) and to information that the individual should know that the Council 
would not wish to have revealed, even if it has not been designated as confidential.  The 
individual may not use a confidence of the Council except to further activities on behalf 
of IEDC or as permitted by IEDC. 
 
Duty of Care - In addition to the duty of loyalty, directors and committee members also 
assume a duty to act carefully in fulfilling the important tasks of conducting, directing 
and monitoring the activities of the Council.  A generally accepted expression of 
corporate duty is that the individual should perform his duties in good faith, in a manner 
he reasonably believes to be in the best interests of the Council, and with such care as an 
ordinarily prudent person in a like position would use under similar circumstances. 
 
In this formulation, the overlap of the Duty of Care with the Duty of Loyalty can be seen.  
“In good faith” reflects honesty, or in an honest manner.  A director may exercise “care” 
by relying upon information provided by staff members, committees or professionals 
acting within their area of competence and expertise.  But relying upon information that 
the individual knows to be untrue would not be “in good faith” and would not 
demonstrate the exercise of adequate “care.”  Likewise, “reasonably believes” 
encompasses both objectivity (the belief must be “reasonable”) and subjectivity (the 
individual must believe it and not have reason to question). 
 
Unlike the traditional corporate setting, much information that an individual obtains in 
confidence from the Council will be stored or used for IEDC business in other locations, 
for example at his regular job.  An individual who discloses that information not only 
exposes the Council to liability, but may therefore be personally liable to the Council or 
an affected third party.  An individual should not only refrain from intentional disclosure, 
but also act with due care to avoid inadvertent disclosure. 
 
Guidance 
 
Even though they serve as unpaid volunteers, individuals who serve on the board can be 
held legally liable to the Council – and the Council can likewise be held legally liable to 
others – if these duties of care or loyalty are violated and damages result.  Avoidance of 
conflicts of interest is paramount. 
 
Judgment and experience are of great value in assessing duties and the resolution of 
conflicts.  If you have a question about a possible conflict, the appearance of conflict, the 
seriousness of a conflict or the confidentiality of information, data or documents, it is 
prudent to err on the side of caution– disclosure of possible conflicts and non-disclosure 
of information.  IEDC counsel and staff are available to assist your evaluation if 
necessary or helpful. 
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Appendix 5: Conflict of Interest Disclosure Form 
 
As a director of the International Economic Development Council, I recognize that I owe 
duties of care and loyalty to the Council.  One aspect of fulfilling those duties is to avoid 
conflicts of interest in which my allegiance might be split between an IEDC position or 
responsibility and some other professional, business or volunteer position or 
responsibility.  To help avoid conflicts, on this form I am disclosing other situations or 
areas in which it might even appear that I have conflicting duties to other entities.  I invite 
any further review by the IEDC of any aspects of these situations or areas that might be 
considered appropriate.  Also, I will take other steps, such as avoiding deliberations and 
resolution of certain issues or even withdrawing from my position in the IEDC, if it is 
determine that those steps are necessary to protect against legal liability to the Council 
arising from conflict of interest. 
 
1.  Professional, business, or volunteer positions or responsibilities that might give rise to 
conflicts:  
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Situations in which I am serving as a vendor, or am employed by or consulting with a 
vendor, to the IEDC or its members: 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3.  I know of no professional, business, or volunteer position or responsibility, including 
vendor situations that might give rise to conflicts (check here): ______. 
 
I acknowledge that I have received and read a copy of the Council’s Conflicts and 
Confidentiality Guide for IEDC Volunteers.      
 
 
 
________________________________________________ Signature  
 
______ Date 
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